EXPO
ACCOMMODATION
PACKAGES

ALL THE WAYS TO EXPO 2015

LUGANO

1H TO MILAN

VERONA

TURIN

1H25 TO MILAN

1H TO MILAN

VENICE

2H40 TO MILAN

MILAN

& HINTERLAND

EXPO ACCOMMODATION PACKAGES

FROM € 299.00

Alessandro Rosso Group offers Expo packages
at a special price that includes Expo ticket,
accommodation and transfers to and from the
Expo area.
Some packages are based in Milan, its
surroundings and the Expo area. Other packages
are based in Turin, Pavia, Lugano, Verona, Venice,
Bologna and Firenze.

PAVIA

0H30 TO MILAN

BOLOGNA

1H15 TO MILAN

These towns have been selected for their
captivating features and for their proximity to
the Expo area. In only one or two hours by train,
you can spend the night in Romeo and Juliet’s
hometown Verona, in magical Venice with its
romantic canals, in Leonardo and Michelangelo’s
stunning hometown of Florence, in the charming
old capital of the Kingdom of Italy, Turin, in the
ancient university city of Pavia, or on the green
shores of the lake which laps the Swiss town of
Lugano.
Authorised Reseller

MILANO 201 5
FEEDING THE PLANET
ENERGY FOR LIF E

FLORENCE
2H TO MILAN

EUROPE

MILAN SURROUNDINGS
1st Day

Afternoon
Check-in at the hotel
Free time
Dinner
At the hotel restaurant or at a nearby restaurant

2nd Day: Expo

Morning
Breakfast at the hotel
Departure by underground or suburban train to
the Milan Expo area (about 30 minutes)
Full day visit to Expo Milano 2015

PACKAGE STARTING FROM

€ 299,00 p/p
3 DAYS - 2 NIGHTs
Includes:
• 2 nights accommodation in a 3 star hotel,
double room on BB basis
• 1 three course dinner at the hotel
restaurant or at a nearby restaurant
(drinks not included)
• Public local transport to the Expo 2015
return ticket
• 1 Expo Open Date ticket, valid for any date
from May 2nd - October 31st 2015*
• 1 lunch coupon at a selected restaurant
inside the Expo area
• Alessandro Rosso Group call centre
assistance
• VAT

* valid for purchase until 31st March 2015

You will discover that several towns and villages of
the province of Milan are full of history, culture and
tradition. Some of them house real architectural
and natural gems, others have been the backdrop
of great historical and political events.
The area to the north of Milan is characterized by
densely populated towns which are undergoing
radical urban transformation.
Sesto San Giovanni is one such example: in
the 20th century, the town had the highest
concentration of heavy industry in Lombardy.
Today, new urban neighborhoods are rising from
the former industrial areas of Falck, Magneti
Marelli and Breda, with some of the old industrial
structures being restored to preserve the strong
historic industrial identity of the area.
Here, not far from Milan, one can discover
the charm of the Milanese hinterland: prized
villas and historical houses set in elegant and
enchanting scenery.
Alfa Romeo, based in Arese, is a glorious example
of “made in Italy”: the history of this world-famous
brand is displayed in a beautiful museum.

Lunch at a selected restaurant inside the Expo
area (lunch coupon provided)
Afternoon / Evening
Return to the hotel by underground or suburban
train (about 30 minutes)

3rd Day

Morning
Breakfast at the hotel
Check out and departure
SERVICES NOT INCLUDED:
• Hotel tourist tax (to be paid on site)
• Incidentals and any other services not
detailed in this package
EXTRA COSTS:
• Accommodation in a 3 star hotel, single
room on BB basis. From Euro 85.00 p/p
• Accommodation in a 4 star hotel, double
room on BB basis. From Euro 80.00 p/p
• Accommodation in a 4 star hotel, single
room on BB basis. From Euro 245.00 p/p

MILAN CITY

1st Day

Afternoon
Check-in at the hotel
Free time

PACKAGE STARTING FROM

€ 389,00 p/p
3 DAYS - 2 NIGHTs
Includes:
• 2 nights accommodation in a 3 star hotel,
double room on BB basis
• 1 three course dinner at the hotel
restaurant or at a nearby restaurant
(drinks not included)
• Public local transport to the Expo 2015
return ticket
• 1 Expo Open Date ticket, valid for any date
from May 2nd - October 31st 2015*
• 1 lunch coupon at a selected restaurant
inside the Expo area
• Alessandro Rosso Group call centre
assistance
• VAT

* valid for purchase until 31st March 2015

Milan, home to Expo 2015, is Italy’s most
cosmopolitan city, a meeting point for northern
European and Italian style. The capital of
Lombardy is both hardworking and glamorous powerful in business from finance to fashion and
also, of course, football.
Milan is a city that incites extreme emotions, the
city’s lifestyle is also extreme. A frenetic, restless
pace is part of both work and leisure - it is difficult
not to be swayed by all the cultural and social
stimulus.
Perhaps for this reason, Milan is indispensable,
as it is impossible to feel quite so alive and full
of energy when you are away from the city. Milan
is always one step ahead, a laboratory of artistic
experiment and a building site for social behavior
that is constantly changing. This is a city full of
contradictions, ancient and modern, trends and
counter-trends, fashion and underground, middle
class and working class - but always simply
“cool”.
HOW TO REACH EXPO FROM CITY CENTRE WITH
LOCAL TRANSPORTATION:
• Underground - M1

Dinner
At the hotel restaurant or at a nearby restaurant

2nd Day: Expo

Morning
Breakfast at the hotel
Transfer by underground or suburban train to
the Milan Expo area (about 15 minutes)
Full day visit to Expo Milano 2015
Lunch at a selected restaurant inside the Expo
area (lunch coupon provided)
Afternoon / Evening
Return to the hotel by underground or suburban
train (about 15 minutes)

SERVICES NOT INCLUDED:
• Hotel tourist tax (to be paid on site)
• Incidentals and any other services not
detailed in this package
EXTRA COSTS:

3rd Day

Morning
Breakfast at the hotel
Check out and departure

• Accommodation in a 3 star hotel, single
room on BB basis. From Euro 140.00 p/p
• Accommodation in a 4 star hotel, double
room on BB basis. From Euro 100.00 p/p
• Accommodation in a 4 star hotel, single
room on BB basis. From Euro 340.00 p/p

MILAN MALPENSA AIRPORT (SHERATON HOTEL)

1st Day

Afternoon
Check-in at the hotel
Free time
Dinner
At the hotel restaurant

2nd Day: Expo

Morning
Breakfast at the hotel
Shuttle bus service from the hotel to the Milan
Expo Exhibition (about 30 minutes)
Full day visit to Expo Milano 2015

PACKAGE STARTING FROM

€ 419,00 p/p
3 DAYS - 2 NIGHTs
Includes:
• 2 nights accommodation in this 4 star
hotel, double room on BB basis
• 1 three course dinner at the hotel
restaurant (drinks not included)
• Public shuttle service from Malpensa
Airport to the Expo 2015 - return ticket
• 1 Expo Open Date ticket, valid for any date
from May 2nd - October 31st 2015*

Located in Terminal 1 of Malpensa Airport (MXP),
the hotel is within easy reach of Milan, Italy’s
fashion and finance capital.
Northern Italy’s most famed destinations,
including Como Lake, the Alps, Maggiore Lake,
and the Ticino Park are invitingly close.
The hotel is the largest regional conference
destination, with 30 flexible event spaces. When
it’s time to relax, take advantage of the indoor
infinity edge pool, Sheraton Fitness, and the
Shine SPA for Sheraton™.
Each of the 433 guest rooms and suites are
fully soundproofed, creating a private sanctuary
replete with thoughtful touches and high style.
Enjoy the flat screen TV from your Sheraton Sweet
Sleeper® bed and stay connected with high speed
internet access.

Lunch at a selected restaurant inside the Expo
area (lunch coupon provided)
Afternoon / Evening
Return to the hotel by shuttle bus (about 30
minutes)

3rd Day

Morning
Breakfast at the hotel
Check out and departure

SERVICES NOT INCLUDED:

• 1 lunch coupon at a selected restaurant
inside the Expo area

• Hotel tourist tax (to be paid on site)

• Alessandro Rosso Group call centre
assistance

• Incidentals and any other services not
detailed in this package

• VAT

EXTRA COSTS:

* valid for purchase until

31st March

2015

• Milan Malpensa Airport Day Package,
single room on BB basis. Euro 200.00 p/p

MILAN EXTRA DAY PACKAGES (With ADDITIONAL COST)
ENJOY AND DISCOVER THE CITY

Milan City

Morning
Breakfast at the hotel

• Milan City Extra Day Package in a 3 star
hotel, double room on BB basis.
From Euro 125.00 p/p

1 entrance ticket for a visit to a museum. You
can choose between:
• Novecento Museum: opened in December
2010, this museum provides a thrilling journey
through the history of 20th century Italian
painting and sculpture

• Milan City Extra Day Package
in a 3 star hotel, single room on BB basis.
From Euro 199.00 p/p

Milan Surroundings

• Sforzesco Castle: one of the most famous
monuments in Milan, which has seen many
historical changes during the past years. It has
been demolished and rebuilt several times,
embellished and restored to become a symbol
of both happy and dramatic events in the
historical background of the city

• Milan Surroundings Extra Day Package in a
3 star hotel, double room on BB basis.
From Euro 85.00 p/p

Lunch & Dinner
Not included in this package

Milan Malpensa (Sheraton Hotel)

• Milan Surroundings Extra Day Package
in a 3 star hotel, single room on BB basis.
From Euro 128.00 p/p

• Milan Malpensa Airport Extra Day
Package in a double room on BB basis.
From Euro 150.00 p/p
• Milan Malpensa Airport Extra Day
Package in a single room on BB basis.
From Euro 250.00 p/p

TURIN

1st Day

Afternoon
Check-in at the hotel
Free time

PACKAGE STARTING FROM

€ 299,00 p/p
3 DAYS - 2 NIGHTs
Includes:
• 2 nights accommodation in a 3 star hotel,
double room on BB basis
• 1 three course dinner at the hotel
restaurant or at a nearby restaurant
(drinks not included)
• “Frecciarossa” return train ticket Turin Milan in standard coaches
• 1 Expo Open Date ticket, valid for any date
from May 2nd - October 31st 2015*
• 1 lunch coupon at a selected restaurant
inside the Expo area
• Alessandro Rosso Group call centre
assistance
• VAT

* valid for purchase until 31st March 2015

Crossed by the river Po, Turin is an Italian city
of dual importance. From a cultural point of
view it was the capital of the Sabaudo State
and has a well preserved Baroque center. From
an economic point of view it has become Italy’s
second most important industrial city with the
headquarters of Fiat at Lingotto.
Turin is a dynamic city, full of artistic and
cultural activity and urban redevelopment.
The revitalization of suburbs and numerous
renovations are defining the new face of the
metropolis. Yet Turin is also city of great tradition,
custodian of a glorious cultural past.
Architecture, lifestyle, cultural events, excellent
cuisine, Turin combines the right ingredients and
creates a unique atmosphere.
Turin is very accessible, thanks to a modern
network of highways and rail connections and
an international airport just few minutes from its
center.

Dinner
At the hotel restaurant or at a nearby restaurant

2nd Day: Expo

Morning
Breakfast at the hotel
Departure by high speed train to Milan
(about 1h)
Full day visit to Expo Milano 2015
Lunch at a selected restaurant inside the Expo
area (lunch coupon provided)
Afternoon / Evening
Return to Turin by high speed train (about 1h)

SERVICES NOT INCLUDED:
• Hotel tourist tax (to be paid on site)
• Incidentals and any other services not
detailed in this package
EXTRA COSTS:

3rd Day

Morning
Breakfast at the hotel
Check out and departure

• Accommodation in a 3 star hotel, single
room on BB basis. From Euro 83.00 p/p
• Accommodation in a 4 star hotel, double
room on BB basis. From Euro 60.00 p/p
• Accommodation in a 4 star hotel, single
room on BB basis. From Euro 173.00 p/p

TURIN EXTRA DAY PACKAGES (With ADDITIONAL COST)
ENJOY AND DISCOVER THE CITY

Turin

Morning
Breakfast at the hotel

• 1 Turin Extra Day Package in a 3 star
hotel, double room on BB basis.
From Euro 75.00 p/p

1 entrance ticket for a visit to a museum. You
can choose between:

• 1 Turin Extra Day Package in a 3 star
hotel, single room on BB basis.
From Euro 118.00 p/p

• The Egyptian Museum: considered one of
the most important Egyptian museums in the
world, along with those of Cairo and London
• The Royal Palace: residence to the kings of
Sardinia until 1859 and of Vittorio Emanuele II,
king of Italy, until 1865
Lunch & Dinner
Not included in this package

LUGANO

1st Day

PACKAGE STARTING FROM

€ 420,00 p/p
3 DAYS - 2 NIGHTs
Includes:
• 2 nights accommodation in a 3 star hotel,
double room on BB basis
• 1 three course dinner at the hotel
restaurant or at a nearby restaurant
(drinks not included)
• Eurocity train SBB CFF FFS return train
ticket Lugano-Milan in 2nd class carriages
• 1 Expo Open Date ticket, valid for any date
from May 2nd - October 31st 2015 *
• 1 lunch coupon at a selected restaurant
inside the Expo area
• Alessandro Rosso Group call centre
assistance
• VAT

* valid for purchase until 31st March 2015

Italian lifestyle meets Swiss excellence.
Lugano offers the perfect balance between
outstanding business facilities, cultural attractions,
tempting shopping, delicious cuisine and
breathtaking scenery.
Home to Switzerland’s third largest financial
centre, the Lake Lugano region is blessed with
a mild climate, stunning scenery and infinite
pleasures. A land of lakes, mountains, fascination
and fun. Safe and secure, with clean air, fabulous
food, fine wines and endless leisure pursuits.
Lugano is where Italian flair meets Swiss
precision; warm hospitality go hand in hand with
the ultimate in efficiency. Open and outgoing yet
intimate and intricate. Fashionable and far from
the madding crowds yet blissfully easy to reach.
With its abundant sunshine, lush vegetation, and
stunning alpine panoramas, Lugano is a truly
unique destination for any occasion. Set among
fascinating architecture, Lugano offers a wealth
of things to do, including great shopping and a
lively restaurant scene serving delicious food.
A great mix of natural and cultural attractions in
a Mediterranean atmosphere and a welcoming
environment.

Afternoon
Check-in at the hotel
Free time
Dinner
At the hotel restaurant or at a nearby restaurant

2nd Day: Expo

Morning
Breakfast at the hotel
Departure to Milan by Eurocity train
(about 1h)
Full day visit to Expo Milano 2015

SERVICES NOT INCLUDED:

Lunch at a selected restaurant inside the Expo
area (lunch coupon provided)

• Hotel tourist tax (to be paid on site)

Afternoon / Evening
Return to Lugano by Eurocity train
(about 1h)

3rd Day

Morning
Breakfast at the hotel
Check out and departure

• Incidentals and any other services not
detailed in this package
EXTRA COSTS:
• Accommodation in a 3 star hotel, single
room on BB basis. From Euro 75,00 p/p
• Accommodation in 4 star hotel, double
room on BB basis. From Euro 40,00 p/p
• Accommodation in 4 star hotel, single
room on BB basis. From Euro 144,00 p/p

LUGANO EXTRA DAY PACKAGES (With ADDITIONAL COST)
ENJOY AND DISCOVER THE CITY

Lugano

Morning
Breakfast at the hotel

• 1 Lugano Extra Day Package in a 3 star
hotel, double room on BB basis. From
Euro 128,00 p/p

1 entrance ticket for a visit to a museum. You
can choose between:

• 1 Lugano Extra Day Package in a 3 star
hotel, single room on BB basis. From Euro
163,00 p/p

• The Museo d’Arte, Villa Malpensata: it is
dedicated to art and the artists of the 20th
and 21st centuries and is responsible for
the conservation and the promotion of the
Municipal Art Collection

• 1 Lugano Extra Day Package in a 4 star
hotel, double room on BB basis. From
Euro 145,00 p/p

• Museo Cantonale d’Arte: this collection and
the temporary exhibitions focus on art of the
19th, 20th and 21st centuries, with particular
attention given to the Ticino area and its links
with international art.
Lunch & Dinner
Not included in the package

• 1 Lugano Extra Day Package in a 4 star
hotel, double room on BB basis. From
Euro 190,00 p/p

PAVIA

1st Day

Afternoon
Check-in at the hotel
Free time

PACKAGE STARTING FROM

€ 299,00 p/p
3 DAYS - 2 NIGHTs
Includes:

• 2 nights accommodation in a 4 stars hotel,
double room on BB basis
• 1 three course dinner at the hotel
restaurant or at a nearby restaurant
(drinks not included)
• Milano Card valid for 3 days (including
Suburban Train ticket Pavia/Milan/Pavia
• 1 Expo Open Date ticket, valid for any date
from May 2nd - October 31st 2015 *
• 1 lunch coupon at a selected restaurant
inside the Expo area
• Alessandro Rosso Group call centre
assistance
• VAT

* valid for purchase until 31st March 2015

Pavia is a town of South-West Lombardy, 35 Km
from Milan, on the lower Ticino river near the
point where it meets with the Po. It is the capital
of a fertile province known for its agricultural
products including wine, rice, cereals, and dairy
products.
The University of Pavia, one of the most ancient
in Europe, the well known Certosa, the ancient
castles and the Po river valley are just some of
the most beautiful things for a visitor to see in
Pavia, Oltrepò and Lomellina.

Dinner
At the hotel restaurant or at a nearby restaurant

2nd Day: Expo

Morning
Breakfast at the hotel
Departure by Suburban train to Milan
(about 30 minutes)
Full day visit to Expo Milano 2015
Lunch at a selected restaurant inside the Expo
area (lunch coupon provided)
Afternoon / Evening
Return to Pavia by Suburban train
(about 30 minutes)

3rd Day

Morning
Breakfast at the hotel
Check out and departure

SERVICES NOT INCLUDED:
• Hotel tourist tax (to be paid on site)
• Incidentals and any other services not
detailed in this package
EXTRA COSTS:
• Accommodation in a 4 star hotel, single
room on BB basis. From Euro 110,00 p/p

PAVIA EXTRA DAY PACKAGES (With ADDITIONAL COST)
ENJOY AND DISCOVER THE CITY

Pavia

Morning
Breakfast at the hotel

• 1 Pavia Extra Day Package in a 4 star
hotel, double room on BB basis. From
Euro 80,00 p/p

1 entrance ticket for a visit to
Castello Visconteo and the City Museums:
this large fortified Castle, built between 1360 and
1365 by Galeazzo II Visconti, was used more as a
private residence rather than a stronghold. The
poet Francesco Petrarca spent some time there,
when Gian Galeazzo Visconti brought him there
to take charge of its magnificent library which
housed about a thousand books and manuscripts,
subsequently lost. The Castle is now home to the
City Museums (Musei Civici) and the Castle park
is a popular attraction for children.
An unconfirmed legend tells of plans for the
Castle to be connected to the Certosa by a secret
underground tunnel.
Lunch & Dinner
Not included in the package

• 1 Pavia Extra Day Package in a 4 star
hotel, single room on BB basis. From Euro
125,00 p/p

VERONA

1st Day

Afternoon
Check-in at the hotel
Free time

PACKAGE STARTING FROM

€ 379,00 p/p
3 DAYS - 2 NIGHTs
Includes:
• 2 nights accommodation in a 3 star hotel,
double room on BB basis
• 1 three course dinner at the hotel
restaurant or at a nearby restaurant
(drinks not included)
• “Frecciabianca” return train ticket
Verona - Milan, 2nd class coaches
• 1 Expo Open Date ticket, valid for any date
from May 2nd - October 31st 2015*
• 1 lunch coupon at a selected restaurant
inside the Expo area
• Alessandro Rosso Group call center
assistance
• VAT

* valid for purchase until 31st March 2015

The town of Verona stands at the foot of the
Lessinia Hills and is crossed by the river Adige.
Verona’s climate and its vegetation benefit from
its proximity to Lake Garda.
Verona’s historical center boasts many
magnificent Roman ruins, second only to those
of Rome. The monument for which Verona is
famous throughout the world is its Roman Arena.
Dating back to the 1st century AD it has been
used for many different events. Every summer
spectacular open-air operas and concerts are
held there. This great amphitheater could hold
up to 25.000 spectators and its interior is still
perfectly preserved (even the acoustics). The
exterior wall fell during an earthquake and there
is only a portion, called the Ala, still standing.
Verona is also known throughout the world as the
setting for Shakespeare’s tragedy, Romeo and
Juliet. The places where, according to tradition,
the two young lovers lived and died are visited by
thousands of tourists and romantics every year.
Besides its monuments, Verona offers several
typical products that are exported worldwide.
Among them are D.O.C. wines.

Dinner
At the hotel restaurant or at a nearby restaurant

2nd Day: Expo

Morning
Breakfast at the hotel
Departure by train “Frecciabianca “to Milan
(about 1h25)
Full day visit to Expo Milano 2015
Lunch at a selected restaurant inside the Expo
area (lunch coupon provided)
Afternoon / Evening
Return to Verona by train “Frecciabianca”
(about 1h25)

3rd Day

Morning
Breakfast at the hotel
Check out and departure

SERVICES NOT INCLUDED:
• Hotel tourist tax (to be paid on site)
• Incidentals and any other services not
detailed in this package
EXTRA COSTS:
• Accommodation in a 3 star hotel, single
room on BB basis. From Euro 140.00 p/p
• Accommodation in a 4 star hotel, double
room on BB basis. From Euro 80.00 p/p
• Accommodation in a 4 star hotel, single
room on BB basis. From Euro 280.00 p/p

VERONA EXTRA DAY PACKAGES (With ADDITIONAL COST)
ENJOY AND DISCOVER THE CITY

Verona

Morning
Breakfast at the hotel

• Verona Extra Day Package in 3 star hotel,
double room on BB basis.
From Euro 124.00 p/p

1 entrance ticket for a visit to a museum. You
can choose between:

• Verona Extra Day Package in 3 star hotel,
single room on BB basis.
From Euro 195.00 p/p

• The Arena Amphitheater: after the Colosseum
in Rome and the amphitheater in Capua, the
Arena in Verona is the third largest Roman
amphitheater. Its gigantic dimensions (140
meters in length and 110 meters in width)
dominate Piazza Brà. Its wonderful acoustics
and unique location make the Arena an ideal
location for events. Arena attracts hundreds
of thousands of visitors to Verona every year
during the Festival season to see operatic and
theater performances
• The Cathedral of Verona: dating primarily from
the 12th century, Verona Cathedral has some
fine Romanesque carvings, early Christian
artifacts, and a lovely painting by Titian
Lunch & Dinner
Not included in the package

VENICE

1st Day

Afternoon
Check-in at the hotel (located nearby Mestre or
Santa Lucia railway station)
Free time

PACKAGE STARTING FROM

€ 419,00 p/p
3 DAYS - 2 NIGHTs
Includes:
• 2 nights accommodation in 3 star hotel,
double room on BB basis
• 1 three course dinner at the hotel
restaurant or at a nearby restaurant
(drinks not included)
• “Frecciabianca” return train ticket VeniceMilan, 2nd class coaches
• 1 Expo Open Date ticket, valid for any date
from May 2nd - October 31st 2015*
• 1 lunch coupon at a selected restaurant
inside the Expo areaa
• Alessandro Rosso Group call center
assistance
• VAT

* valid for purchase until 31st March 2015

Venice and its lagoon is a unique achievement
of art, architecture and struggle against the
elements.
The old historical center of the city is situated on
118 islands of the Venetian Lagoon. Its singular
appearance and wealth of art treasures make it
unique. It is crisscrossed by more than 150 canals
and 400 bridges.
Records on Venice date back to the fifth and sixth
centuries when refugees from the surrounding
countryside took shelter in the lagoon. The
inhabitants transformed it into an important
trading center for shipping in the Mediterranean
and towards the Orient.

Dinner
At the hotel restaurant or at a nearby restaurant

2nd Day: Expo

Morning
Breakfast at the hotel
Departure by Train “Frecciabianca “to Milan
(about 2h40)
Full day visit to Expo Milano 2015
Lunch at a selected restaurant inside the Expo
area (lunch coupon provided)
Afternoon / Evening
Return to Venice by train “Frecciabianca”
(about 2h40)

3rd Day

SERVICES NOT INCLUDED:
• Hotel tourist tax (to be paid on site)
• Incidentals and any other services not
detailed in this package
EXTRA COSTS:
• Accommodation in a 3 star hotel, single
room on BB basis. From Euro 130.00 p/p

Morning
Breakfast at the hotel

• Accommodation in a 4 star hotel, double
room on BB basis. From Euro 70.00 p/p

Check out and departure

• Accommodation in a 4 star hotel, single
room on BB basis. From Euro 275.00 p/p

VENICE EXTRA DAY PACKAGES (With ADDITIONAL COST)
ENJOY AND DISCOVER THE CITY

Venice

Morning
Breakfast at the hotel

• Venice Extra Day Package in 3 star hotel,
double room on BB basis.
From Euro 119.00 p/p

1 entrance ticket for a visit to a museum. You
can choose between:

• Venice Extra Day Package in 3 star hotel,
single room on BB basis.
From Euro 189.00 p/p

• Doge’s Palace: this building was the center
of power in Venice. The first timbers of the
palace, with its numerous towers were laid
in 814. Shortly after this, the first Basilica of
St. Mark’s was built as a private chapel for the
Doge. A byzantine palazzo with arcades and
loggias was built in the 12th century, replacing
the fortified castle
• St. Mark’s Basilica: this glorious and
magnificent basilica dates back more than
1000 years. Four previous churches form the
basis of the present building. The first building
was the Doge’s Chapel, which was built in the
middle of the 9th century when sailors brought
the relics of St. Mark to Venice. From then
on, the church gained importance and was
sponsored and expanded by the Doge
Lunch & Dinner
Not included in the package

BOLOGNA

1st Day

Afternoon
Check-in at the hotel
Free time

PACKAGE STARTING FROM

€ 339,00 p/p
3 DAYS - 2 NIGHTs
Includes:
• 2 nights accommodation in a 3 star hotel,
double room on BB basis
• 1 three course dinner at the hotel
restaurant or at a nearby restaurant
(drinks not included)
• “Frecciarossa” return train ticket
Bologna - Milan, in standard coaches
• 1 Expo Oper Date ticket, valid for any date
from May 2nd - October 31st 2015*
• 1 lunch coupon at a selected restaurant
inside the Expo area
• Alessandro Rosso Group call center
assistance
• VAT

* valid for purchase until 31st March 2015

Bologna is known above all for its arcades. There
are reputedly 40 Kilometers of arcades in the city,
transforming this historic center into one large
covered mall, used for business, shopping and
socializing.
Bologna is also know as “the city of towers” as
it used to boast no less than 300 slender towers.
The majority of these were pulled down when the
city was completely overhauled at the beginning
of the 20th century, an ambitious project that
also included dismantling the city walls of which
only the sentinel gates remain standing today.
Nevertheless, Bologna is still distinguished by
a number of signature towers the most famous
being the Garisenda and Asinelli towers, which
mark the heart of the historic center. Bologna is
also a vibrant center of Italy’s national economy,
with brands that have made history especially in
the motor world. Names like Ducati, Minarelli,
Lamborghini, Italjet, Malaguti, Morini, VM
and many others. Here more than anywhere
else, resides the culture of small and medium
companies that has become the envy of the entire
world, a unique business community that people
from all over study and replicate.
This dynamic spirit can also be found on the
bustling shopping streets, full of flourishing
shops, thriving in an opulent atmosphere.

Dinner
At the hotel restaurant or at a nearby restaurant

2nd Day: Expo

Morning
Breakfast at the hotel
Departure by high speed train to Milan
(about 1h15)
Full day visit to Expo Milano 2015
Lunch at a selected restaurant inside the Expo
area (lunch coupon provided)
Afternoon / Evening
Return to Bologna by high speed train
(about 1h15)

SERVICES NOT INCLUDED:
• Hotel tourist tax (to be paid on site)
• Incidentals and any other services not
detailed in this package
EXTRA COSTS:

3rd Day

Morning
Breakfast at the hotel

• Accommodation in a 3 star hotel, single
room on BB basis. From Euro 110.00 p/p
• Accommodation in a 4 star hotel, double
room on BB basis. From Euro 50.00 p/p
• Accommodation in a 4 star hotel, single
room on BB basis. From Euro 180.00 p/p

BOLOGNA EXTRA DAY PACKAGES (With ADDITIONAL COST)
ENJOY AND DISCOVER THE CITY

Bologna

Morning
Breakfast at the hotel

• Bologna Extra Day Package in a 3 star
hotel, double room on BB basis.
From Euro 89.00 p/p

1 entrance ticket for a visit to a museum. You
can choose between:

• Bologna Extra Day Package in a 3 star
hotel, single room on BB basis.
From Euro 145.00 p/p

• National Gallery: the collection of paintings
dating back to 1796. The core collection come
from churches and monasteries which were
abolished by the Napoleonic administration. In
1808, this collection was moved to it’s present
location, the former St. Ignazio Monastery in
via Belle Arti
• MAMbo – Museo d’Arte Moderna di Bologna
is the venue of Modern and Contemporary Art.
The museum offers a dynamic perspective: it
travels through the history of Italian art from
the second post-war period until today; it
explores the present thanks to an exhibition
centred on research and it contributes to
outline the routes of contemporary art
following the most innovative and pulsating
experimental practices. Located in the heart
of the Manifattura delle Arti cultural district,
the museum is the focus of various researchand innovation-based activities, such as the
Cineteca di Bologna, the DMS workshop
spaces, the Communication Sciences Faculty
and many associations and art galleries.
Lunch & Dinner
Not included in the package

FLORENCE

1st Day

Afternoon
Check-in at the hotel
Free time

PACKAGE STARTING FROM

€ 439,00 p/p
3 DAYS - 2 NIGHTs
Includes:
• 2 nights accommodation in a 3 star hotel,
double room on BB basis
• 1 three course dinner at the hotel
restaurant or at a nearby restaurant
(drinks not included)
• “Frecciarossa” return train ticket FlorenceMilan, in standard coaches
• 1 Expo open ticket, valid for any date from
May 2nd - October 31st 2015*
• 1 lunch coupon at a selected restaurant
inside the Expo area
• Alessandro Rosso Group call center
assistance
• VAT

* valid for purchase until 31st March 2015

Florence is universally renowned for its
monuments, art collections and beauty. It
has become one of the major destinations of
international tourism.
The Etruscans settled on the hills surrounding
Florence, but with their strong hold in Fiesole
from 5O BC, the Roman city of Florentia was
founded by the Roman Consul Julius Cesar
around 59 BC.
Florentia emerged from an era of Barbarian
domination to revive and rebuild itself during the
Carolingian period, gaining between the 11th and
14thcenturies, increasing autonomy from the Holy
Roman Empire and becoming a free municipality,
able to withstand the continual struggles between
Guelphs and Ghibellines (XIII - XIV century).
The XV century saw the beginning of the Medici
rule, who later became the Grand Dukes of
Tuscany. During this period Florence rose to
eminence among Italian cities - the Queen of the
Renaissance - in the arts, culture, politics and
economic power.
With the ending of the Medici dynasty in the early
XVIII century, Florence passed to the dominion of
the Dukes of Lorraine. In 1860 Tuscany was united
with the new Kingdom of Italy with Florence as its
capital from 1865 to 1871.
The Florentines themselves merit comment:
industrious, resourceful, quick-witted and sharptongued, they possess an innate dignity and quiet
elegance plus a deeply rooted pride in their city
and an uncanny ability to tackle hardship.

Dinner
At the hotel restaurant or at a nearby restaurant

2nd Day: Expo

Morning
Breakfast at the hotel
Departure by high speed train to Milan
(about 2h)
Full day visit to Expo Milano 2015
Lunch at a selected restaurant inside the Expo
area (lunch coupon provided))
Afternoon / Evening
Return to Florence by high speed train
(about 2h)

SERVICES NOT INCLUDED:
• Hotel tourist tax (to be paid on site)
• Incidentals and any other services not
detailed in this package
EXTRA COSTS:

3rd Day

Morning
Breakfast at the hotel
Check out and departure

• Accommodation in a 3 star hotel, single
room on BB basis. From Euro 156.00 p/p
• Accommodation in a 4 star hotel, double
room on BB basis. From Euro 70.00 p/p
• Accommodation in a 4 star hotel, single
room on BB basis. From Euro 246.00 p/p

FLORENCE EXTRA DAY PACKAGES (With ADDITIONAL COST)
ENJOY AND DISCOVER THE CITY

Florence

Morning
Breakfast at the hotel.

• Florence Extra Day Package in a 3 star
hotel, double room on BB basis.
From Euro 125.00 p/p

1 entrance ticket for a visit to a museum. You
can choose between:

• Florence Extra Day Package in a 3 star
hotel, single room on BB basis.
From Euro 205.00 p/p

• The Uffizi Gallery: it is one of the oldest and
most famous art museum of the western
world, and designed by Giorgio Vasari in 1560
• Cathedral of Florence: officially known as
Cattedrale Santa Maria del Fiore but better
known as the Duomo, it dates from 1296 and
was originally a gothic structure designed by
Arnolfo di Cambio. The cupola of the duomo
was the largest in the world when completed in
1436 and still dominates the city today
Lunch & Dinner
Not included in the package

Headquarter:
Via Tito Speri, 8 - 20154 - Milan - Italy
T +39 02 87387201 - F + 39 02 87387219
infoexpo2015@arossogroup.com - info@arossogroup.com
www.arossogroup.com
Offices in Italy: Florence, Rome, Turin
Offices abroad: Paris, Philadelphia, Shanghai and Beijing
Associated to:
ASSI - IATA - ICCA - MPI - SITE
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ISO 9001:2008

